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Abstract
This paper presents Augmented Street Art, which
combines old and new technologies into a novel
interactive, participatory public art tool for facilitating
street art performances with audience participation
formed by the concept of co-creativity. The system
uses images, sound and motion to augment a
traditional format of performance art such as street
murals. The Interactive Projection component has
been designed to promote active audience
participation. It uses a computer and Leap Motion
natural hands gesture control device to create image
content fed to a projector. The Leap Motion is employed
as a virtual objects conductor to select and manipulate
virtual objects projected onto the physical urban street
surfaces. The Responsive Music component creates
music with properties that change with the ambient
street sound, images in the artwork and movements of
the audience. The systems work together in an
innovative fusion for experiencing the public space and
temporal components of art. Through enabling
augmented, enriched and interactive multi-sensory
experiences, the system aims to inspire both the
artistic process and the participants interactions in and
with public spaces. More importantly, Augmented
Street Art celebrates and empowers both the artists
and the participants to transform the urban street
environment through aesthetic, unexpected and playful
expressions.

Introduction
This study explores the impacts of new media and
participatory public art on street art environments
based with a contextual basis in the City of Melbourne.
The aim of this project stems from our desire to
transform, through digital media, the physical urban
environment to something meaningful, unique, and
enjoyable without being physically destructive to the
space. To accomplish this, we developed the
Augmented Street Art project, which comprised of two
main interactive and responsive systems: Interactive
Projection and Responsive Music, for superimposing
audience controlled digital artistic content on the
environment and generating music that responds to the
artwork and environmental changes in real-time.
We believe that this artwork project would provide
diverse and interesting new pathways for artists to
explore enhance the relationship between the artist,
the audience and the environment. More broadly it has
the potential to increase public awareness of public art,
especially street art performances but expanding the
perception of audiences as to the numerous possibilities
the medium affords.

Scope of the Research
This study is conducted in Melbourne, Australia,
especially focused on street artworks located in Hosier
and Rutledge Lane, opposite Federation Square. The
research will focus on the following issues:

-

The role of street art in the City of Melbourne and
how street art can contribute to its physical
environment and the public’s perception of public
art.

-

How audiences perceive street art and performances
that involve artistic-led or participant-led
interactions.

Structure of the Research
The research is structured into three sections,
described as follows:
Section 1 introduces the background and problem
definition of the research. The underlying assumption,
research objective and research questions are also
presented in this section.
Section 2 presents relevant concepts and definitions
through a literature review. The review is used in the
construction of a conceptual framework to address the
research questions.
Section 3 presents the methodology for developing the
system based on the conceptual framework.
Background of the Research Environment
Melbourne is the capital of Victoria and the second
largest city in Australia. It has gained worldwide
recognition in street art ‘for its unique expressions of
art’ on approved public places. The City of Melbourne
states that street art includes stencils, paste-ups and
murals and protests against perceived illegal actions,
such as graffiti or tagging without permission, by
promoting an educational program called ‘Do art not
tags’ since 2007 [1].
The City of Melbourne clearly distinguishes between
graffiti and street art, defining graffiti as “…the marking
of another person’s property without permission” which
includes colorful murals when done without permission
of the space owner and from the local council. Whereas
street art is “artistic work done with the permission of
the person who owns the wall that the work is being
done on, and with the permission of the local council”
[1]. Thus, by holding a position that allows for street
art to be considered as art when appropriate
permission is held, the City of Melbourne can be
considered to be promoting and supporting active
participatory public art in urban environments.

The City of Melbourne consulted with members of the
public and concluded that most people do not like
graffiti but appreciated street art in appropriate
locations. The issue of permission is a key indicator as
to whether a work can be perceived as public art or
merely destruction of private or public property.

Figure 1. Public artwork in the City of Melbourne
Creating public art with digital media in public places is
an emerging form of both artistic and participatory
expressions, either temporally or permanently.
We consider the fusion of digital media, street art
performance and participation as a transformative tool
for socially engaging with audiences and enabling
interactive experiences in urban environments that
extend on the normal physical reactions people have
there. This project proposes a system for new media
participatory public art as an approach of co-creativity
between artists, audience controlled interactive
projection and responsive music in urban street
environments. To acknowledge and promote a
diversified concept of street art and further specify how

digital media can promote the concept of new media
participatory public art.
Positioning and Conceptual Framework
This research is focused on the design of an interactive
media installation as a form of public art relying on
collective interaction and socially engaged participation.
One approach to public art is ‘on-site’ or ‘site-specific’
art [2]. It incorporates the physical location into the art
installation. A key concept of this research is to
highlight the transitory nature of public art, more
specifically, media art installation.
Visual artworks such as sketches and murals are
typically viewed as a completed work. The process of
creation may be implied by the artwork but the viewer
does not usually see the development of strokes and
building of layers, and artists don’t receive feedback
from their audience while making them. Situations
where artists create visual artworks in front of an
audience are labeled as ‘performance art’ and
commonly form the basis of street performances. While
performance art can give audiences a view of the
process of creation, the opportunity for the audience to
interact or even contribute their own layers to the
artwork is not often given.
Street art takes place in public environments. Unlike art
museums, the audience members are shared owners of
the space and it is a space in which all manner of daily
physical activities take place. People can touch
surfaces, move objects and make noise in a way that is
not possible in most formal exhibition environments
and that allows for a greater sense of connection
between audience and environment. If these natural,
physical interactions with the environment are directed

meaningfully they can be considered as an additional
layer of a street performance and aid in the creation of
playful arenas [3].
The combination of layers created by artists and
audiences, involving image, motion and sound can be
exposed as a unified piece of work by mapping them
onto an environment that includes all of these layers
but can also be externalized.
Augmented reality is the combination of layers of
virtual contents and the real world. It allows for real
world interactions to be mapped onto a virtual space
and for that virtual space to be combined with a real
space to create an augmented environment. The
process of mapping a human action onto a virtual space
can allow people to see their interactions represented in
an abstract way, providing some disconnect between
the action and the person, supporting the use of
augmented reality as a means for combining artist and
audiences created layers into a unified work.

wall texture and in some cases, existing murals when
contributing to or creating a new mural. A multitude of
different painted layers by various artists can come
together to form a single mural. Each artist is
contributing in a way comparable to overdubbing in
music, adding a new layer to a static work. Allowing
audiences to project images onto the wall as the artist
is painting enables a process with more parallels to a
live jazz performance than an overdubbing. The artists
can improvise changes to their painting based on the
projected images and the audience can chose the
content of the images they wish to project based on
what the artist has done and is doing.

A street performances that utilizes augmented reality
can allow for very physical actions and sounds, that are
typical of a public environment, to be used to form a
collaboration with more focus and less chaotic elements
than an open, public collaboration space. The use of
speakers and projectors can add the contributed layers
to the artwork being created by the street performer in
public view while maintaining the uninterrupted space
the artist needs for their own creative input.

The inclusion of a temporal dimension in performance
art means that movement can also be integrated into
the art. As well as the strokes of paint and projected
images appearing on a wall, the movements of the
painter and audience are in plain sight. Tracking hand
movements with digital technologies allows for the
interpretation of audience movement and their mapping
onto virtual images and sound. These hand movements
can be used to create interactions with virtual 3D
objects, supporting the real, physicality of the street
environment where various objects can be found and
murals are often created on walls with diverse textures
and fixtures. The physical element is extend further
when the virtual objects are selected by picking up real
world objects as if part of the real world is being
dragged into the virtual space [4] and then projected
back into the real world.

Murals are typically large-scale, painted images and can
be seen in many public outdoor spaces. Whether
commissioned or unsanctioned, they are a common
form of street art. Mural artists consider the setting,

The sounds that can be heard on a public street can be
varied and consistently change throughout the day.
While street sounds have themself been the focus of
many music composers, the interesting elements of

those sounds are best exposed in another environment.
On a street, street sounds are to be expected and as
such do not usually draw attention. Creating additional
layers of sound based on those sounds, and also the
images and movements of the mural creation further
builds on the connection between the natural properties
of the environment and the human imposed changes to
it.
The combination of image, movement and sound to
build a collaborative artwork that feeds on the innate
properties of the environment and the way that people
use it is assisted with the use of augmented reality
technologies. The physicality of the street is reflected
in the interactions audiences can have with physical
objects and the virtualization of movements and sound
can expose these layers of audience contribution and
combine them with the painted mural to create a
unified art performance.

Figure 2. Prototype of hand gesture interaction with
virtual objects.

System Development
The interactive, participatory public art tool uses a
laptop, digital projector, motion leap gesture interface
device, digital video camera, microphone, speakers and
a collection of physical objects with printed QR code
tags.
The Interactive Projection component uses custom
made software to read the QR codes of objects held in
front of the built-in laptop camera to trigger the
selection of a premade virtual 3D model of the same
object on the laptop screen. Once triggered, the virtual
object can be moved, rotated and thrown across the
screen using natural hand gestures. The artificial
objects on the screen are also projected onto a mural
that is being painted by an artist in real space [5].

Figure 3. Experimentations with object colors and
simulation of street mural environment.
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The Responsive Music component responds to input
from three different sources. Microphone captured
sounds from near the performance space, hand
gestures from participating audience members and
visual changes in the mural and projection captured
with a digital video camera. Sounds that are recorded
from the street area near the performance space are
used to generate a collection of different soundscapes
that can be used as layers. Various effects are applied
to the soundscapes to manipulate the speed, dynamic
range and equalization. The properties of these effects
are determined by the color composition of the mural
and projected image and updated once per second.
Trans-domain mapping from moving images to sound
allow for color and movement influenced music [6].
Dynamic and rhythmic variations can be created with
hand gestures, in a similar fashion to a conductor
leading an ensemble [7]. Large, sudden movements
result in louder bursts of sound and careful, smooth
movements result in slower and quitter music. Every
gesture has a multi-parametric effect to encourage
easy and enjoyable use of the system [8]. The details
of the mapping are not explained to participants. The
various effects should be learnt through play and
actions that don’t necessarily have musical intention
but are based on other motivations such as moving the
virtual objects.
Street art can be produced in many locations and is
subject to changes in weather and traffic so the entire
system has been designed to be portable and as
inexpensive as possible. A limitation of the design is
the use of a digital projector in an outdoor space.
Portable projectors do not have enough intensity to be
visible outdoors during the daytime. The alleyway
structure of many public art areas in Melbourne (Figure
1) reduces this issue, but the system is most effective
at night.

The system has been designed and tested with
simulations (Figure 3) and indoor settings. The next
stage of this research is to test the system in an urban
street environment.
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